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Introduction

• The outbreak of the corona pandemic caused the introduction of prevention measures (e.g., lockdowns
or curfews).

• Surveys were launched to measure the population‘s attitudes and behavior concerning these measures.

• Speed and accuracy of survey estimates are of high practical importance for policy evaluation.

• Surveys have the disadvantage of time delay from actual events and socially desirable responses [1-3].

• A global pandemic on this scale is new for most people; uncertainty anxiety may help explain behaviors
and attitudes [4].



Background

• First global pandemic threatening humanity where technologies can be used to 
monitor population behavior [5, 6].

• Technologies causing selection processes (target variable is related to ownership) are of
limited use in this context [7, 8].

• Different approach: It is not essential by whom, but whether public places or locations are still 
visited at all.

• Correlation between reported pandemic-preventing behaviors/attitudes with independent sensor-
based measurements of pedestrian counts.



Data - Sensors

• Sensors of private company (hystreet.com GmbH) measure pedestrian frequencies of inner-city 
retail locations [9].

• Purpose: support digital applications to promote urbanity, attractiveness, and quality of the stay of
city centers.

• Considered users, e.g., property owners and investors, retailers, urban and transportation planners, 
and researchers.

• Previous research, e.g., Coronavirus pandemic caused VAT reduction [10], and mobility and logistics
during the coronavirus pandemic [11].



Data - Sensors

• Sensors constantly measure the number of people crossing a projected line on a shopping street in 
67 cities at 140 locations (Germany, Austria, Switzerland).

• Laser scanners attached to building facades generate a quadruple light curtain for reliable 
pedestrian frequency counting.

• Several crossings of a person within a measurement interval are recounted.



Data - Sensors

Personal data is not 
collected; thus, no privacy
issues.

Accuracy of 99% can be 
achieved up to a flow rate of 
approximately 500 persons 
per minute.

Inaccuracies may occur if 
blocked (e.g., scaffolding, 
cranes, or treetops).

Example picture of sensor station (https://hystreet.com/methodology)



Data – Sensors

• 55 cities and 114 locations in 
Germany were considered
(min = 1, ҧ𝑥 = 2, max. = 9).

• 14/16 federal states have at least one
sensor location.

• Considered time period from earliest
survey measurement March 17, 
2020, until January 15, 2021.



Data – Surveys

• Five offline- or online-recruited web surveys

• Sample sizes between 1,000 and 10,000

• Fieldwork periods between 2 weeks and 42 weeks

• Published figures and microdata used

• Behavioral items: avoiding public places, stayed at home, moving range

• Attitude item: approval with general curfew



Survey Time Series and Scatterplots
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Discussion & Future Research

• Large or small correlation does not allow to assess bias in survey estimates.

• Potential effect of day of interview (e.g., Sunday)

• Distinguish low counts from measurement error

• Limited data access to surveys (relying on publications, public-use files)

• Test for Co-integration of time series, and time-series model for pedestrian count predictions.



Conclusion

• Mostly, moderate up to strong correlations in sensor-recorded and survey-reported pandemic-
preventing behavior and attitudes found (also shown for different city sizes).

• Sensors identify changes in population‘s behavior faster and more frequently than surveys.

• Within a research-design, such systems could be considered to monitor effects of policy decisions
in real-time.

• In the current state not eligible for population inference.
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